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How did the Ice Age end?How did men survive during the end of the Ice Age?Discover the science

behind the Ice Age World?Where have mammoths been found?The questions of what happened at

the end of the Ice Age and why the woolly mammoth disappeared have been asked by many.

Unfortunately, the answers given are usually in line with an evolutionary world view. Author Michael

Oard gives biblically and scientifically sound answers to these relevant questions for young readers

in an exciting story of one boy and his family.Follow Tungus and his tribe as they travel to a better

climate away from the dust storms at the end of the great Ice Age. Learn how people lived, the

challenges they faced in daily life, and why the woolly mammoths disappeared while the Ice Age

was ending.
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This is a great book for young earth creationists. The evolutionists have tons of books for children to

promote their faith. There are many fewer for those of us who belive in the literal interpretation of the

Bible. So don't begrudge a good book that promotes our views. If you choose to put your faith in

evolution then just skip this book. Those of us who put our faith in God will be glad to have another

book to help us teach our children.

I really wanted to love this book because there is not much in the topic space for conservative

Christians on this subject. However, I was slightly disappointed--not in the perspective, nothing



wrong with that as long as you're looking for Creation material. But it just didn't appeal to the eye or

the younger reader as much as I thought it would. This was recommended for my 8-9 year old in a

homeschool curriculum we use, but it was really for a 10-13 year old unless your little ones really

LOVE mammoth research. Better off getting a really good DVD or something. I don't mean to bad

mouth it, but like I said, it was not the ideal kids' resource I was expecting. Very different from the

Great Ice Age which my 8-9 year old loved.

It is AMAZING. Whoever wrote it is definitely a great writer. It is a great book for kids and adults. It is

very educational for kids like me. It's true, there is a Creator who made us all, and cave men are

really pretty smart. They made metal tools people! I read this book and I say everyone should buy it!

It's really true about everything was made by ONE God. And I know that it's true because the Bible

is true. And in Genesis there is the God who made everything! It proves that the Bible is true, so it

can't be garbage for kids like me, adults like my mom, and for online line worlds, like club penguin. -

Trinity Age 10. :)

Only the second work I've found that takes the true nature of history and uses it as a backdrop for

tales of love and war. Unobtrusively features the rediscovery of animal domestication and

metalworking, while in the foreground we have a story of two tribes uniting to battle off a third, then

being further united by the power of love and marriage.

My 8 year old son is devouring books on this time frame... dinosaurs, etc. We love the biblical

worldview and addressing this topic from perspective.
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